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HistoryAlexandre Desabrais and Samuel Leroux were completing their Bachelor of 
Commerce at HEC Montreal when they first met. Sharing common interests in 
sustainability and entrepreneurship, they wanted to launch an innovative and 
eco-conscious start-up company together… but how? Most projects that 
gained traction with the media were funded by large established companies 
seeking to meet goals for responsible consumption. Neither Alex or Sam were 
engineers or developers, and certainly not millionaires.

After some brainstorming and research, they found themselves with the outlines 
of an idea that could integrate their business expertise, appeal to the modern 
style-conscious consumer, and most importantly, spread a vision for a better 
future. So Solios was born; as a sustainable solar watch company founded in 
Montreal, the company offered luxury products that did not sacrifice on social 
or environmental consciousness. It would become a symbol for change worn 
elegantly on the wrist.

In 2018, Solios ran one of the most successful Kickstarter Campaigns of the 
year, raising an astonishing $90,110 from a $25,000 goal. This meant that the 
two friends could now fully devote their time to innovating the stagnant tradi-
tional quartz watch market, currently littered with irresponsible production and 
sourcing. They planned to shake things up in a major way, wasting no time in 
their first year of operation.

History
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DesignDesign
Solios watches possess high durability and sustainable status 
due to their material sourcing and design. While traditional 
quartz watch batteries are non-rechargeable, solar batteries 
in Solios watches require only 1.5-2 hours of natural light for 
a full charge, which can then last up to six months. Solar 
battery life is also exceptionally good, as watches can retain 
80% of their recharging capacities for over 30 years.

The watch faces are made of 100% recyclable 316L stainless 
steel. For straps, customers have the option of selecting either 
metal mesh bands of the same recyclable stainless steel, or 
eco-leather. In the metal mesh, ionic colouration is used to 
minimise the creation of chemical dye wastewater. In the 
eco-leather, silicone is the primary molecule used in an 
eco-friendly production involving zero petroleum, toxic 
byproducts, solvents, or BPA, PUV and PVC. Then, the band is 
filled with a recycled plastic microfiber. This differentiates them 
from vegan leathers, which are misleading in their actual 
environmental impact—many are surprisingly even more 
harmful than real leather due to the toxic waste emitted during 
production. Both metal mesh and eco-leather bands are 
available in a variety of colours and easily interchangeable, 
giving flexibility, control, and prolonged utility lifespan to 
customers. This means watches can adapt to changing trends. 

All watches so far have been designed by Alex and Sam. 
They have also hired one graphic designer to assist in the 
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Design
creation of a new watch geared towards the more “techy” consumer, planning to expose 
some solar cell mechanics. This is a new direction for Solios, which has a dominantly 
minimalistic collection today. The design’s simplicity centers around the solar battery, 
through which light rays must pass directly under a precise transparency ratio. This makes 
Solios the first solar watch with a minimalist dial and concealed movement, which is an 
achievement they implement proudly in all their designs.

For men and women, the Black and Rose Gold watch face options are most popular 
respectively. The second most popular watch face colour is Silver for both gender lines. 
All Solios packaging is made of 100% recycled materials.
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ProducSolios takes great care in their production processes and prides itself on 
sustainable and socially optimal material sourcing and manufacturing. Partner-
ships are located in France (eco-leather production), Switzerland (eco-leather 
band assembly), Japan (solar battery and movement), Hong Kong (watch 
production and assembly), and Montreal (design, assembly and HQ). Due to 
the emphasis on ethical production, costs are high and multiple manu
facturer partnerships have led to coordination issues. Though a Japanese 
factory may charge substantially more than one in China, the two often 
produce products of very comparable quality. Part of the issue lies in customer 
perception on geographic locations. As such, Solios has been hesitant to break 
away from industry favoured production locations, despite significant financial 
impact on their statements.

As of now, production lies entirely within Hong Kong, however differences in 
holiday times and traditions have led to numerous issues. Workers in Asia 
typically take one month off to celebrate festivities for the Lunar New Year, 
which takes place soon after Western Christmas holidays. This timing unfortu-
nately means that inventory levels, usually depleted from Western holiday 
shopping high season, cannot receive replenishment for well over a month. 
Sold-out items cannot be restocked until Solios’s workers in Hong Kong come 
back to work, this year on February 17th. 

In addition to this, a significant proportion of the workers who leave for Lunar 
New Year never return to work. The reason is many workers actually reside in 

Production
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Produc smaller towns and villages with their family, and are working manufacturing in 
the big city only temporarily. This high turnover rate affects all Asian factories, 
and implies an even slower boot-up time every year after the holidays. One 
solution is to overstock inventories prior to the New Year in preparation for this 
period. However Solios is still young, and demand for their products is still too 
difficult to predict. They also note that sitting on inventory is the worst option for 
managing their cash flows.

Most material sourcing in Asia, Europe and America comes from China. This 
includes the recyclable materials Solios currently uses, though Alex and Sam 
are wary about the quality of goods they receive; Chinese manufacturers are 
not held to the same regulation their competitors face in, for example, North 
America. This makes it hard to accurately compare factories in different 
regions. The main difficulty is that even if Solios chose to source supposedly 
better materials from elsewhere, they would significantly increase their costs, 
without any guarantee of better quality, or lower environmental footprint. 
Should they perhaps invest in reviewing their factories to ensure they adhere to 
the stringent regulation Solios expects? Or should they bring the sourcing here, 
and build an entirely new production line? These big changes would represent 
challenges for the company.
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PositionThe watch market worldwide is valued at $63 billion USD, with 40 watch 
groups dominating 60% of total market share. Current sales show that this 
market share is decreasing as small groups are entering at increasing rates. 
Furthermore, new companies less than ten years old are now dominating the 
fastest growing affordable luxury segment.

In a market analysis Alex and Sam conducted prior to the launch of Solios,  the 
“elegant and sustainable” watch space was found to be visibly lacking with 
substantial room for improvement. Solios considers itself as strategically posi-
tioned within this area of the affordable luxury segment.

Positioning
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MarketCurrently 89% of marketing efforts are contained within the Montreal and 
greater-Quebec area. The remaining 11% is dispersed around New York and 
California for preliminary impact testing. That said, most of their growth has 
been organic, and they hope to see it continue in that direction.

Last year the total cost came to $30k, with the sum being split between three 
pillars of strategy: the first $10k was spent in diversified social media advertis-
ing and other digital marketing, the second $10k was used to hire specialists 
who built custom campaigns, and the last $10k hired PR for Canada-wide 
exposure. What they took away from this experience is to avoid clumping too 
many consumer segments or geographic regions for work by one single PR 
specialist or consultant; their PR specialist (based in Quebec) effectively grew 
their brand provincially, but accomplished much less for the rest of Canada.

Marketing
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Market Target CoSolios watches are built to serve an audience that wants change. As reported 
to Euromonitor International, 15% of consumers feel responsible for planetary 
issues, and actively seek sustainable products to challenge the status quo, 
while 14% are active outdoors and want to be part of a movement. Finally, 
61% of millennials reported a willingness to pay premium markups for sustain-
able and socially ethical products.

As such, Solios describes its target market as young professionals between 
25-34 years old, who live in an urban area but love to explore nature. They 
pursue healthy living habits, are actively aware of the climate crisis, shop 
mainly online, are heavy social media users, and value brands with a mission. 

Target Consumer
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Target Co Price and SWatches for both men and women price at $335 CAD, and additional straps 
price at $65 CAD for either metal mesh or eco-leather.

The current year’s revenues gross at approximately $400,000 but are project-
ed to reach $450,000 after Valentine’s Day for the fiscal closing of March 
31st, 2020. 

Sales trends show that summer sales are largest during April and May, dip in 
June, and increase in late August and early September for back to school.

Price and Sales Data
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Price and S Funding HiDuring the successful Kickstarter Campaign in 2018, Solios saw an impressive 
$101,483.09 in revenue. The campaign was completely funded in only 30 
minutes with an objective of $25,000 and a result of $90,111 plus an upselling 
backer of $11,372.09. The upselling came from consumers who purchased 
more watches and straps at their initial price after the pre-sale campaign 
reached its goal. 

Funding History
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Funding Hi
Social responsibility is a core value for the 
company, which supports both the David 
Suzuki and Make-A-Wish Foundations. 
Moreover, Solios is currently in the process 
of pursuing B-Corp 
certification, as well as a recycling 
program which will exchange 
consumers’ old straps for store credit. These 
bands will then be properly recycled, 
closing the gap on total waste potential.

Social Responsibility
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The FutAfter a fantastic start to the company, Alex and Sam hope to keep Solios 
growing.

They know that there is a potentially large market in the USA, where $1.2 
million can be expected from American sales in 2020. Currently, they are 
considering a launch event for bloggers and influencers to share content and 
kick-start their market. Despite some preliminary marketing already in New 
York and California, the exact location is still undecided. Where, if anywhere, 
should they focus their efforts? How can they continue to grow their community 
to draw in sales and launch new products?

They also wonder if they should look towards their customers in Europe where, 
despite minimal marketing efforts, there is impressive organic growth from 
customers in London, Switzerland and France. However, the European market 
poses interesting issues with regards to optimising distribution. Customers are 
accustomed to taxes and duties being included in their prices and are averse 
to them being added on at the end. Could it be more efficient to open or 
manage a distribution center in Europe?

Crucially, how can Solios continue their vision for a profitable and large North 
American market while taking advantage of the situation in Europe to become 
a powerful, global brand?

The Future Direction
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The Fut Pondering their next move, Alex and Sam want a strategy that must align with 
the three elements of Solios (Accessory, Eco-Luxury, and Solar Energy), and 
with their 2020 mandate for Content, Community, and Opening New Markets.

They are flexible with financing for dramatic projects but want to remain as 
conservative as possible. As such, they have set a baseline budget of $50K for 
this project. They are confident that together they can find a way to secure their 
success, but not without a bit of your help.

Final Decision
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Appendix A – Current Watch Face Designs

Appendix B – Current strap designs, top: metal mesh band, bottom: 
silicone based eco-leather

Appendix C – Market Position

Appendix D – Consumer Profile Market Research
Source: GlobalWebIndex Q2 2018

Appendix E – Swiss Made Watch 
market trend over past decade
Source: Internal Research, 2018 

Appendix F – Affordable Luxury Watch Market 
trend over past decade
Source: Internal Research, 2018
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